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Introduction and Background

Below is a discussion of recent changes to the Province of Ontario’s retail beer distribution system. I will
summarize some of the background, and the bigger picture changes, without intending to be exhaustive.

Alcohol regulation is a complex matter in Ontario, indeed in all of Canada. It is primarily a matter for
provincial regulation, thus, each province has its own rules governing the importation, manufacture,
delivery, storage and sale of alcohol. Federal law applies too, to tax-related matters but also
compositional requirements.

For some time leading up to the changes in Ontario, there had been pressure to change the system by
which beer was retailed to the Ontario consumer. Since 1927, a Crown corporation (a public body,
therefore), called Liquor Control Board of Ontario (“LCBO”), was granted a legal monopoly in this
area. Only the LCBO could import and sell beer and other beverage alcohol to the public, or authorize
others to do so on its behalf, with the main exception being that the brewery-owned Brewers Retail Inc.
(the “TBS”) was given authority to sell beer to Ontario consumers via its network of Beer Store outlets.
Other exceptions permitted brewers to sell their brands to the public in a retail shop on their premises.
In addition, craft brewers in Ontario can sell draft or other packaged beer directly to bars and other
licensed establishments serving the public. Brewpubs and brew-on-premises stores are permitted,
within the bounds permitted by regulation.

Apart from this, only the TBS can supply Ontario-brewed keg beer, either to bars or the
consumer. Imported draught beer can only be handled by four authorized agents, e.g., Diageo is one, or
TBS. The agents carry their own lines but also will import brands not available in Ontario from a foreign
manufacturer represented by a licensed agent in Ontario. For example, for a beer festival where unusual
American brands are sought, they must be brought in by one of the four authorized agents, or by TBS.

About 25% of all beer sold in Ontario is retailed by the LCBO, the rest is mostly sold by TBS. Under an
agreement in 2000 between TBS and LCBO, now terminated, the TBS was given the exclusive right
generally to sell beer in cases (24 beers), a popular format as it offers the lowest unit price for popular
brands.

Generally speaking, the LCBO tends to focus on imports and craft beers, while TBS sells all forms of beer
– craft, imports, and mass market products. The LCBO also sells a wide range of spirits, wines, ciders and
other alcoholic drinks.

The Ontario government sets minimum prices for all beer sold in Ontario including in licensed bars. The
rationale is to reign in excessive abuse of alcohol. Subject to the government floor, the LCBO by
negotiation with the supplier sets the price at which the beer listed (and other alcohol) will be sold,
which is the same price regardless which LCBO outlet sells the product.

The TBS was in latter years a non-profit corporation owned by the oldest-established brewers, being
Labatt (for 20 years part of AB InBev), Molson-Coors, and Sleeman, a unit of the Japan-based brewer,
Sapporo. Sapporo owned 2% and the remainder was divided between the other two, which largely
reflected their market positions. Thus, prior to the reform of beer distribution in Ontario, and to a
considerable extent still, a foreign-owned, quasi-monopoly controlled the sale of most of the beer in
Ontario. This rankled in certain quarters as it was not immediately obvious why a distribution system
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originally controlled by a multiplicity of local brewers should continue when those brewers had
consolidated and became essentially foreign entities.

To be sure, the three brewers mentioned have maintained production facilities in Ontario and employ a
substantial number of people. In addition, the bottle deposit and return system operated by TBS is
generally regarded as a leading example of responsible recycling and environmental stewardship. This,
together with the perception that the TBS realises certain efficiencies, argued for a continuation of the
current system but with modifications. The large brewers argued in particular that Ontario beer
consumers paid lower average prices for popular brands than in many other parts of Canada.

But pressure grew to afford craft brewers better access to the market – to give consumers more choice,
in a word. While TBS has always accepted listings for products from any brewer in the world if its listing
requirements were met and the product passed a quality inspection, small brewers often found the
listing requirements, in particular the fees, onerous. In addition, they were discomfited by having to
entrust the placement and sale of their products to their competitors. Many felt that their products did
not get proper placement in TBS outlets and consumers were not able to see easily the full range of
what was available. Many (not all) small brewers belong to the Ontario Craft Brewers Association, which
has acted as spokesperson for the craft industry here. It has worked with government and other
stakeholders to improve the beer distribution system for small brewers and their customers in Ontario.

TBS did finally acknowledge the need for some change to improve market access for small brewers, and
made various proposals to accommodate their perceived needs including offering small brewers the
chance to own an interest in TBS. Meanwhile, the province commissioned a study by an advisory council
regarding the sale of beer in Ontario. It was headed by Edward Clark, former president and chief
executive officer of TD Bank Group. He delivered its report, following which the government acted. The
September 22, 2015 Master Framework Agreement (``MFA``) is the result, and effects most of the
changes recommended by the committee.

Changes Ahead Of The MFA

Even ahead of the MFA, a significant change was effected on June 1, 2015. From that date, all Ontario
breweries may operate up to two on-site retail stores, provided there are two beer production sites.
Formerly, to have a second store at a second production site, it was necessary to meet a threshold of
production of 25,000 hectoliters. A full brewing process must take place at each production site. Full
brewing process means mashing, lautering, boiling, hop separation, fermentation, and packaging.

Also, at least 50% of the beer sold in each store must be produced on the site where it is sold.

MFA

On September 22, 2015, the MFA was signed by TBS, the Canadian subsidiaries of AB InBev, Molson
Coors, and Sapporo (the “Major Brewers”), and the Province of Ontario. The MFA took effect January 1,
2016 and has a term of 10 years from January 1, 2016. The initial term is subject to successive, five year
renewals unless sooner ended.

The stated objects of the MFA are to, i) enhance Ontario consumer convenience and choice, ii) ensure
beer can be sold at prices below the Canadian average, and iii) improve the position of small brewers.
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The MFA comprises numerous subsidiary agreements. These include a new TBS shareholders
agreement, an updated bottle deposit/return agreement, and termination of the agreement in 2000
whereby TBS was granted the right by LCBO to sell 24-packs.

Under the MFA, the Major Brewers and other parties agreed to certain changes in the shareholding and
governance structure of TBS.

Numerous other changes were authorized, in particular regarding the retailing of beer and the position
of Small Brewers in the system. Small Brewers are those not producing more than 400,000 hectolitres
per year worldwide.

Any brewer in Ontario can now obtain 100 First Equity Shares in the TBS for $100, with a second class of
shares reserved for the Major Brewers as original owners. The Ontario Securities Commission issued an
exemption from the prospectus requirement in view of the fact that many Small Brewers are not
“accredited investors”. The First Equity Shares are voting and enable a financial participation in the TBS.
The TBS is to be operated on a self-funded, break-even basis and any revenues in excess of annual costs
are refunded to First Equity Shareholders on a pro-rata basis in relation to sales. On wind-up of the TBS,
First Equity shareholders are to receive any net assets of the TBS in proportion (essentially) to their sales
after payment to the Major Shareholders in their proportion of the net value of TBS at December 31,
2014.

The board of directors of TBS was set at 15, of which four must be independent directors. Of the 11
remaining directors, four are appointed by each of Labatt and Molson Coors, two by Sleeman, Brick and
Moosehead together (mid-sized brewers), and one by the Small Brewers together.

An Ombudsman role has been created as a public interface. The Ombudsman (not yet named) is
appointed by a majority of the independent directors to address complaints of brewers and customers
regarding TBS’ operation.

Under the MFA, TBS must spend at least $100,000,000 from 2015-2018 on capital expenditures, of
which $80,000,000 must be applied to upgrade its retail stores. The money can be sourced from the sale
of existing assets, e.g., outlets owned by the TBS. The LCBO agreed to sell beer only in 6-packs except for
one 8-unit SKU currently carried. Its existing “Combination Stores”, i.e., stores selling all pack formats
and generally in more remote areas of Ontario, are also exempted. A new LCBO pilot project to sell 12-
packs was authorized, with a maximum of 60 retail stores permitted to participate.

Thus, in essence, the TBS retains the sole franchise to sell beer in 24-packs.

New private retailers, grocery stores, are now authorized to sell beer, but this is limited to 450 outlets,
of which a maximum of 150 stores can open by May 1, 2017. Both chain and independent stores have
since been authorized by the LCBO. Ontario Regulation 290/15 under the Liquor Control Act (Ontario)
was adopted on December 15, 2015 to regulate such grocery store sales. The Regulation sets out a
detailed list of requirements to sell beer, including:

 no malt-based coolers allowed
 beer container must be maximum 750 ml
 alcohol content is a maximum 7.1%
 6-packs only to be sold
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 no discounts permitted
 20% of displayed beer must be from Small Brewers
 beer can’t be purchased except with cash
 all sales must be in person
 alcohol sales must be via a separate check-out line.

Further changes under the MFA include the following: the TBS has the first option to foreclose a new
LCBO Combination Store (i.e., selling all pack formats) by establishing its own outlet in the community;
bars can buy up to 2,046 litres of beer at the same price as the consumer retail price (before, they had
to pay more); popular brands will be sold at existing prices until May 1, 2017; Small Brewers producing
under 10,000 hectolitres per year will have two free listings with TBS in seven nearby TBS stores; all
brewers will have two free “seasonal” swaps for one SKU listed with TBS; and Small Brewers will have a
minimum 20% display space at TBS outlets.

Yet further changes made to Ontario’s beer retailing system include the ability of retail outlets on
production premises to sell a broader range of accessory, non-alcohol products than before including,
for example, artisan foods and books and other “cultural products”. Also, while ostensibly affecting only
a different sector of beverage alcohol, distilling, the requirement that a distiller must have a 5000 liter
capacity still to operate a retail shop on-premises selling the spirits produced was withdrawn. An
increasing number of craft brewers also want to distill on premises, so this change will facilitate being
able to sell both beer and spirits on the same property, albeit under separate manufacturers’ licenses
issued by the Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario.

Conclusion

From a historical standpoint, the changes to Ontario’s beer distribution system are significant as they
are the first of any magnitude in a very long time. Still, and as in other parts of North America, this is an
area where politicians are loathe to make major changes given the nature of beverage alcohol and the
long tradition of closely regulating the business in different ways.

Most readers will be aware too that this situation, while not ideal in the view of many, followed the era
when beverage alcohol was prohibited for sale entirely with few exceptions.

The changes made recently to the beer sale regime in Ontario will probably make a difference,
particularly for the growing craft beer segment. Still, probably the best guarantee of real change will be
whether beer produced by small brewers will make further inroads on total beer sales. Small brewers
still represent a relatively small part of the Ontario and Canadian market. I doubt that further major
changes will occur, or not for a very long time, unless that market share gets to one-third or 50% of the
total beer market. At present, that seems a long way off.

*See www.lawgill.com for further information on Gary Gillman and his practise.
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